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A B S T R A C T

In this paper we present a comparative experimental study of the main software rejuvenation techniques developed so far to mitigate the software aging effects. We consider six different rejuvenation techniques with different levels of granularity: (i) physical node reboot, (ii) virtual machine reboot, (iii) OS reboot, (iv) fast OS reboot, (v) standalone application restart, and (vi) application rejuvenation by a hot standby server. We conduct a set of experiments injecting memory leaks at the application level. We evaluate the performance overhead introduced by software rejuvenation in terms of throughput loss, failed requests, slow requests, and memory fragmentation overhead. We also analyze the selected rejuvenation techniques’ efficiency in mitigating the aging effects. Due to the growing adoption of virtualization technology, we also analyze the overhead of the rejuvenation techniques in virtualized environments. The results show that the performance overheads introduced by the rejuvenation techniques are related to the granularity level. We also capture different levels of memory fragmentation overhead induced by the virtualization demonstrating some drawbacks of using virtualization in comparison with non-virtualized rejuvenation approaches. Finally, based on these research findings we present comprehensive guidelines to support decision making during the design of rejuvenation scheduling algorithms, as well as in selecting the appropriate rejuvenation mechanism.
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1. Introduction

Seventeen years ago, the notion of software aging was formally introduced in [1]. Since then, much theoretical and experimental research has been conducted in order to characterize and understand this important phenomenon. Software aging can be understood as being a continual and growing degradation of the software’s internal state and/or its operating environment during its execution. A general characteristic of this phenomenon is the gradual performance degradation and/or an increase in the software failure rate [2]. Aging in a software system, as in human beings, is an accumulative process. The accumulating effects of successive internal error occurrences [3] directly influence the aging-related failure manifestation. Software aging effects are the practical consequence of errors caused by software fault activations. They work by gradually leading the system’s erroneous state towards a failure occurrence. This gradual shifting as a consequence of aging effects accumulation is the fundamental nature of the software aging phenomenon [2]. It is important to highlight that a system fails due to the consequences of aging effects accumulated over time. For example, a given aged application fails due to insufficiency of available physical memory caused by the accumulation of memory leaks. In this case, the software fault causing memory leaks is a defect in the program code that prevents the use of previously allocated memory, but no longer in use; thus the memory leak is the observed effect of an aging-related fault being activated. The input patterns that exercise
the code fragment where the aging-related fault is located are called the aging factors [2]. Hence, aging-related faults may remain dormant until their activation by the aging factors. The activation time can be represented as a random variable. This unpredictability in the manifestation of aging effects explains why locating and removing aging-related faults is very costly in terms of time and human resources [2,3]. Common causes of software aging are the accumulation of numerical errors, greedy resource allocation policies, non-safe resource releasing strategies, and also degradation problems such as file system and memory fragmentations. Most of these problems are caused by bad software design or faulty code. Regardless of the cause of aging, the presence of aging factors has a deleterious effect on the dependability of software systems.

In order to mitigate the effects of software aging, the concept of software rejuvenation was proposed in [1]. This is a preventive maintenance technique that helps to postpone or prevent the occurrence of failures attributable to the aging effects. Many ideas have been proposed to implement software rejuvenation. For example, stopping and restarting an application process that is suffering from aging (e.g., accumulated memory leaks). This approach aims to prevent or postpone an unexpected application failure that could cause data loss or even major consequences. The main concern, then, is focused on deciding the instant to trigger the rejuvenation mechanism. The software rejuvenation approaches could be classified in two main groups: Time-based and inspection-based strategies. In time-based strategies, rejuvenation is applied regularly and at predetermined time intervals. Time-based strategies are widely used in real environments, such as web servers [4].

In contrast to this approach, inspection-based rejuvenation is based on measuring the progress of the aging effects and, when it crosses a certain prespecified limit, triggers the chosen rejuvenation mechanism. In inspection-based strategies, we found three different approaches to determine the optimal moment of triggering the rejuvenation based on the system state: threshold-based, prediction-based, and a mixed approach. In threshold-based approaches, a threshold is pre-fixed by a human expert for every metric under consideration that is an aging indicator [5,6]. In the prediction-based approaches, some prediction method is applied to predict the time to the exhaustion of resources or the time to failure caused by the software aging. Then, the rejuvenation trigger epoch is decided based on the predicted time to exhaustion. In this case, we can find different prediction methods in use: machine learning, statistical approaches, or structural models [7–10]. More recently, we also find some papers combining both these approaches, using prediction methods to determine the optimal threshold to trigger the rejuvenation [11]. Fig. 1 graphically presents this classification of rejuvenation scheduling. There is also an orthogonal classification based on whether the whole process of prediction and scheduling of rejuvenation is carried out off-line [8,9,12] or on-line [5,13–15].

All rejuvenation strategies, in general, have in common the fact that the rejuvenation mechanism usually involves stopping the aged software to refresh its internal state. During this process, it is not uncommon to expect service downtime when the rejuvenation is being carried out. Hence, many papers in this field have concentrated on reducing (e.g., [12,13,16]) or even avoiding (e.g., [5,7,14]) service downtime during a software rejuvenation execution. This is the reason for the importance of properly scheduling software rejuvenation. In order to determine the best time epochs for triggering software rejuvenation, the use of analytic models [17], monitoring system resources followed by statistical analysis [12,18], or their combination [4,15] have been advocated.

As seen from the literature, many different approaches (e.g., [4,7,19,20]) have been proposed to deal with important issues when implementing software rejuvenation. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no study comparing the effectiveness of these techniques under the same experimental conditions. In all the previous studies, the main goal was to determine the optimal time epoch to trigger specific rejuvenation mechanisms, however, these studies do not take into account the differences in rejuvenation overhead.

To contribute to the body of knowledge in this area, this paper presents a comparative experimental study of different rejuvenation techniques, covering all different levels of rejuvenation granularity investigated so far: application level,
operating system (OS) level, virtualization level, and physical node level. The main purpose of this study is a comparative evaluation of the overhead caused by the rejuvenation strategies according to their granularity. Our experimental evaluation is focused on performance overhead, and memory fragmentation overhead caused by the six rejuvenation strategies under evaluation. We also analyze the effectiveness of the rejuvenation techniques to remove the aging effects. We note that beneficial effects of rejuvenation have been well quantified in previous works; here we are quantifying and comparing the overhead accruing upon triggering rejuvenation. Rejuvenation scheduling methods should attempt to balance its beneficial effect with its overhead. This paper is a major extension of our previously published paper in WoSAR 2011 [21]. The main new contributions of this paper are: (i) analysis of the rejuvenation overhead with respect to memory fragmentation and its consequences; (ii) a more comprehensive analysis of the results, a guideline of the pros and cons of the different rejuvenation strategies in dealing with the aging effects and in minimizing the rejuvenation overhead, and finally (iii) a detailed discussion of different rejuvenation scheduling options available together with guidelines in helping design effective rejuvenation scheduling algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revisits the fundamentals of memory-related aging effects, particularly memory leak and memory fragmentation that are investigated in our experimental study. Section 3 provides the basics of the selected rejuvenation strategies. Section 4 describes the methodology used to conduct the experiments, emphasizing the experimental plan and the instrumentation. Section 5 discusses comparative results. Section 6 presents different rejuvenation maintenance policies known in their ability to improve the behavior of systems suffering the effects of aging. Finally, Section 7 presents our conclusions and final remarks.

2. Revisiting memory-related software aging

The most prevalent aging effects investigated in the literature are memory related, specifically memory leaks. Another important memory-related aging effect is the memory fragmentation, but unlike the case of memory leaks, it has not been extensively investigated in the context of software aging. The difficulty involved in experimentally measuring memory fragmentation in a real system is significant, and that is probably one reason for the lack of experimental studies on this topic. Note that both the above mentioned aging effects may occur either at the user-level [22] or at the kernel-level [23].

At the user level, the effects of memory leak and memory fragmentation are located inside the application process, which means they are removed as soon as the aged process terminates. That is why killing the aged application process and restarting it is a widely adopted rejuvenation mechanism. On the other hand, when the memory leak or memory fragmentation occur in the kernel, their impact is higher than that at the user level since the aging effects affect all application processes running under the aged OS. Note that for this case, the general rejuvenation approach is the node reboot, so as to load a new OS kernel instance and then to have the OS kernel’s structures re-initialized. In [22,23] specific techniques to measure memory leak and memory fragmentation at the user-level and at the kernel-level, respectively, are presented.

Ref. [22] explains the influence of the user-level memory allocator design on the memory-related aging effects. It describes in detail how the standard Linux user-level memory allocator (i.e., ptnallocv2 [24]) works and how memory leak and memory fragmentation affect it. Understanding these mechanics is very important, particularly because the majority of research papers in this field use Linux in their studies. In this regard, our experimental study (see Section 4) also uses the Linux OS with the standard user-memory allocator. Our experiments cover aging at the user level, injecting memory leaks inside a Java application and then measuring their effects on the system performance. Most importantly, we evaluate how different rejuvenation techniques, used to mitigate user-level aging effects, affect the rejuvenated system with respect to its performance and availability.

Complementally, [23] explains how to measure memory-related aging effects inside the operating system kernel. Specifically, it describes two approaches to deal with memory leaks and memory fragmentation at the kernel level. Similar to what occurs at the user level, the design of the kernel memory allocator has an influence on the aging effects inside the kernel. The standard Linux kernel currently supports three memory allocators: SLAB [25], SLOB [26], and SLUB [26]. SLUB is the default memory allocator in the current Linux kernel, and thus we use it in our experimental setup. In addition to measuring the effects of memory leaks at the user level, in this paper we apply the kernel instrumentation technique described in [23] to measure (at the kernel level) the intensity of memory fragmentation in a Java application server system under different workload scenarios.

Besides the user and kernel levels, the virtualization technology introduces a new layer where memory-related aging effects can take place. This third layer is the hypervisor. The hypervisor controls the virtualized environment, allowing the virtual machines to share the physical resources (e.g., RAM, CPU). Current implementations of hypervisor are based on specialized microkernels or modified existing operating system kernels to support virtualization. In both cases this new layer is also vulnerable to aging effects such as memory leaks and memory fragmentation. Furthermore, in a virtualized environment there are multiple virtual machines running under the same hypervisor, so the effects of aging at the hypervisor level may affect the multiple VMs and consequently their operating systems and applications. Fig. 2 presents a generic view of all three levels mentioned above.

Many previous papers (e.g., [5,6,20,27,28]) have proposed the use of virtualization to reduce or even avoid the performance degradation during the rejuvenation execution. However, none of them have investigated the drawbacks of this decision especially in terms of the effects of aging inside the hypervisor level. Hence, in this paper in addition to monitoring the level of memory fragmentation inside the OS kernel we also monitor aging at the hypervisor level.
3. Rejuvenation granularities

Our study is focused on the experimental comparison of different rejuvenation techniques under the same operational conditions, measuring their overhead on the performance, as well as their effectiveness in removing the aging effects. We have classified the rejuvenation techniques based on their granularity. We define granularity as the level that the rejuvenation mechanism directly targets. Based on the system architecture, we can define five main rejuvenation granularity levels while referencing the relevant literature: (i) node level \([1, 10, 13, 16, 17]\), (ii) operating system (OS) level \([29–31]\), (iii) OS component level \([32–35]\), (iv) application level \([5–7, 36]\) and (v) application component level \([12, 37]\). Finally, due to the growing adoption of virtualization, a new layer between node level and OS level is added: (vi) virtualization level \([20, 38]\).

It is important to note that a rejuvenation at the OS level usually implies the rejuvenation of all the subsumed layer (i.e., application) as well. There are several ongoing initiatives \([32–35]\) to develop a more reliable OS, where it is possible to restart an OS component without needing to restart its subsumed layers. However, these solutions are not yet in general use. Fig. 3 depicts the proposed rejuvenation granularity classification and references to research papers for each of them.

In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the first four granularity levels. In order to cover these four levels, we evaluate six different rejuvenation strategies: standalone application restart, application rejuvenation by hot-standby server, OS reboot, fast OS reboot, VM reboot, and physical node reboot. The rejuvenation strategies at the application-component level are outside the scope of this paper since they are usually designed in an ad hoc manner based on the architecture and the characteristics of the application, and hence are not easy to generalize.

3.1. Application-level granularity

3.1.1. Application standalone restart

The first rejuvenation technique under evaluation is a simple automatic application restart. This rejuvenation technique basically stops and restarts the application process. This technique has been widely adopted (e.g., \([1, 12, 13, 16]\)) to mitigate the aging effects in many general and special purpose systems. The main overhead cost of using it is the service downtime, which we evaluate in comparison with other rejuvenation approaches tested.
3.1.2. Application rejuvenation by hot standby server

As an alternative to the simple restart of application processes, more sophisticated techniques have been proposed to offer rejuvenation at the application level. These techniques focus on gracefully restarting the application, so as to reduce the downtime perceived by end-users as much as possible. Some techniques [37] apply the rejuvenation at application component level. However, these approaches require re-engineering the application, hence are not as cost-effective a solution. In this study we have selected the application rejuvenation technique discussed in [5,14]. This approach uses virtualization technology so that it can be used for legacy as well as new applications without requiring application re-engineering. The most significant contribution of this approach is that it reduces failed requests while carrying out rejuvenation using a hot-standby application server. A load balancer is used as a proxy of the target application server and a hot-standby application server is ready to take over from the one being rejuvenated. When the rejuvenation is triggered, the new requests to the target application are redirected to the hot-standby application server. When all processing of the ongoing requests has finished on the primary application server, the server is restarted. So, during a short time duration both applications are running simultaneously, guaranteeing the service availability; assuming that other essential components do not fail in the meantime.

However, note that this approach introduces a new level of complexity by adding a new software replica, additional software components (e.g., load balancer), and added technology (virtualization). Hence, to correctly evaluate the benefits of this approach, we also have to consider the performance overhead of this increased complexity, besides the reduction of failed requests.

3.2. OS granularity

The previous two approaches are based on applying the rejuvenation at the application level. However, they are only effective when the aging effects are confined in the application processes. If the aging effects are accumulating inside the operating system kernel [22,39], then the previous approaches become ineffective. For this reason, it is also important to apply rejuvenation at the OS granularity. We consider two OS rejuvenation techniques in our experimental study.

3.2.1. OS reboot

In this approach, the OS is rebooted (full reboot) using the standard reboot mechanism of the operating system. Generally, it involves reloading the firmware (i.e., BIOS), re-executing the POST (power-on self test) routines, reloading and restarting the OS kernel code, restarting the basic OS services, and finally restarting the application.

3.2.2. Fast OS reboot

Since the sequence of stages executed during an OS reboot introduces considerable delay before the system is able to run the application processes again, we also test the recent advance known as the fast OS reboot. To the best of our knowledge, two main approaches have been proposed in order to speed up the OS reboot process [29,30]. In [30], phase-based reboot is presented. This approach divides the booting process into phases and skips those phases that can be skipped based on the state of the system. In this paper, we use the kexec system call [29] to reload a new kernel and restart it without re-loading all firmware and without re-executing POST related steps. This approach replaces the current kernel, at runtime, keeping the same internal state by refreshing as the usual full reboot, but without the delay caused by the hardware initialization related routines. We have chosen this technique due to the fact that it is well known and available in many Linux distributions.

Regardless of the OS rejuvenation approach chosen, the chain of tasks required to be implemented is: (i) stop the target aged application processes, (ii) reload the operating system (full reboot or fast reboot), and (iii) restart the new target application process.

3.2.3. Virtual machine reboot

As mentioned in Section 3.1, one of the selected application rejuvenation techniques is based on virtualization. The virtualization technology is increasingly being adopted to reduce the IT infrastructure costs [40]. This means that virtualized computing platforms have become a popular option to deploy long-running applications in data centers. In these environments, usually every application is deployed on its own virtual machine, and thus called a virtual appliance. Hence, our experimental study also considers the effectiveness of restarting a virtual appliance (destroy and recreate the target virtual machine) to mitigate potential aging in the virtual machine, where an ordinary OS reboot inside the virtual appliance cannot remove it.

3.3. Physical node reboot

Finally, we test the most common rejuvenation approach — the physical machine reboot. This approach is based on stopping the machine (power off) and starting it again (power on). In this case, we physically restart the machine (cold reboot) instead of using a reboot instruction (hot reboot) from the OS (see Section 3.2.1). This last strategy is studied as a baseline to compare with other less drastic approaches. Furthermore, we wish to determine if the use of virtualization introduces some improvements. The virtual machine restart could be seen like the node restart. However, in this case the
node is a software object, no hardware component is involved. So, we wish to study if the use of virtualization reduces the downtime impact of the node reboot.

4. Experimental setup

In this section we present the instrumentation and experimental plan adopted in our study.

4.1. Instrumentation

The test environment reproduces a typical web application composed of a web application server, a database server, and a set of web clients. We have focused on a web application because it is a well-known example of a long-running application where the aging phenomenon is especially evident [7,11,12]. Note that the rate of aging is highly application and workload dependent, but it can be argued that the rejuvenation overhead is not dependent as much on the application and the workload. We have used a multi-tier e-commerce site that simulates an on-line bookstore, following the standard configuration of TPC-W benchmark [41]. We use Java servlets and MySQL as database server. As the application server we use the Apache Tomcat [42]. TPC-W allows us to run different experiments using different parameters and under a controlled workload. TPC-W clients, called Emulated Browsers (EBs), access the emulated book store web site, in sessions. Between two consecutive requests from the same EB, TPC-W computes a think time, representing the time between the user receiving the requested web page and submitting the next request. The think time is a random variable, generated following a truncated exponential distribution with an average of 7.5 s and maximum of 75 s [43]. After the think time has elapsed, the TPC-W Emulated browser selects the next TPC-W navigation option (next web page) randomly, following a uniform distribution between the legal navigation options based on the last web page visited. In all of our experiments we have used the default configuration of TPC-W. Moreover, following the TPC-W specification, the number of concurrent EBs is kept constant during the experiment (in our case 700 EBs running simultaneously). In order to simulate the aging phenomenon, we inject memory leaks at the application level. To emulate memory depletion caused by aging-related bugs, we have modified the TPC-W implementation through the injection of memory leaks. So, in our experiments, the memory leak phenomenon is embedded at the application layer to avoid potential interference from other applications as would occur if we were injecting memory leaks at the OS level directly. However, note that memory injection at the application level may cause the entire system to crash due to system resource exhaustion. To simulate a random memory leaking rate, we modify a servlet (TPCW_search_request_servlet) which generates a random number between 0 and n. This random variable follows a uniform distribution between 0 and n (in our experiments n = 30). This random value determines how many requests are allowed to use the servlet before the next memory leak is injected. Therefore, the variation of memory consumption depends on the number of clients and the frequency of servlet visits. According to the TPC-W specification, this frequency depends on the workload chosen. Thus, our servlet injects memory leaks more quickly under high workload than under low workload. This rationale has been proposed in other related papers [4]. In order to have a fair comparison between experiments, we have selected the same shopping workload characterization for all experiments. For more details about this workload see [44].

The test bed setup used in our experiments is described in Table 1. Note that M2 has two different kernel configurations for experiments with or without virtualization. We used the Xen virtualization middleware.

4.2. Experimental plan

We conducted a total of eight experiments, since two out of the six granularity strategies described in Section 3 (standalone mode application restart and OS reboot) are experimented with and without virtualization. Each experiment is replicated five times, in the same environmental and workload conditions. Replication is necessary to reduce the experimental error. Each replication was running for 30 min, where the first 10 min are dedicated to a warm-up period. For all the experiments, a rejuvenation is triggered approximately 10 min after the warm-up period, and the application continues to run for 10 more minutes. These time epochs were chosen in order to simplify the comparison of strategies. The goal of the paper is comparing different rejuvenation techniques under the same scenario. So, it is necessary to build a very controlled experiment. We also note that we compute the rejuvenation overhead over five repetitions. In order

---

**Table 1**

Test bed configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Memory (MB)</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>CentOS 2.6.18-238.el5</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>JDK 1.6.0_17; TPC-W</td>
<td>Intel Quad Core Q8400; 2.66 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>OpenSuSe 2.6.37.6-0.5-xen</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>JDK 1.6.0_25; Tomcat 5.5.26</td>
<td>Intel Quad Core Q6600; 2.40 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>CentOS 2.6.18-238.el5</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>JDK 1.6.0_25; Tomcat 5.5.26</td>
<td>Intel Quad Core Q6600; 2.40 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM1</td>
<td>CentOS 2.6.18-238.el5xen</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Ipvsadm 1.24</td>
<td>Intel Quad Core Q6600; 2.40 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM2</td>
<td>CentOS 2.6.18-238.el5xen</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>JDK 1.6.0_25; Tomcat 5.5.26</td>
<td>Intel Quad Core Q6600; 2.40 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM3</td>
<td>CentOS 2.6.18-238.el5xen</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>JDK 1.6.0_25; Tomcat 5.5.26</td>
<td>Intel Quad Core Q6600; 2.40 GHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Measured performance metrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Client-side metrics</th>
<th>Server-side metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throughput (req/s)</td>
<td>App. memory depletion (MB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response time (ms)</td>
<td>Memory fragmentation (# Events)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Requests (total)</td>
<td># Failed requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Slow requests</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to simplify the computation of average and plotting the results, we decided to conduct the rejuvenation at a previously determined time instant. We choose the instant to be after 10 min (excluding the warm-up period) for simplicity. We note that the rejuvenation triggering instant is not relevant in our study due to the fact that we only conduct one rejuvenation per experiment replication. So, the results, in terms of overhead, would be the same, independent of the instant of time we trigger the rejuvenation.

We monitor the system during the 30 min of test. This monitoring occurs on both sides (i.e., the client and server).

On the client side, we monitor the throughput (requests/second), mean response time (milliseconds), total number of requests, number of failed requests, and the number of slow requests. The definition of slow requests is based on the well-known “eight-seconds rule”, which defines slow requests as those with response time greater than 8 s [45]. At the sampling interval of 15 s, we calculate the average throughput and the mean response time. We also calculate how many requests are sent to the server and the number of requests that failed during the same period, which gives us the total number of failed requests during the rejuvenation time. We have ensured that the workload selected never caused failed requests due to any other reasons such as the server overload. In other words, the request is assumed failed in only two situations: The request timeout expires before any answer arrives from the server or the response from the server indicates some HTTP error indicated by 4XX and 5XX codes.

On the server side, we measure the aging effects in terms of memory depletion and memory fragmentation, using the approaches described in [23,22], respectively. Our goal is to analyze the effectiveness of the investigated rejuvenation approaches in terms of their ability to mitigate these two memory-related aging effects. The monitoring sampling interval on the server side is 30 s. Note that memory depletion is measured from the outside of the JVM. The memory used by a Java application may look quite different if monitored at the operating system level than from inside the JVM. When a Java application frees up memory objects, it is not possible to observe the changing trend in the memory used from the OS. However, if we observe it from inside the JVM, then we can obtain accurate measurements. This is because the JVM starts by reserving a maximum amount of memory to be used for dynamic memory allocation. Subsequently, the JVM manages dynamic memory without involving the OS. Important to note here is that this behavior deviation (between the OS and JVM perspectives) is only relevant in determining when to trigger rejuvenation. As we have focused our study on evaluating the overhead and the effectiveness of rejuvenation strategies to mitigate the aging effects, we only need to observe if the injected memory leak effects are removed after conducting the rejuvenation. Moreover, since we run our experiments for 30 min, this time is not enough to inject memory leaks to trigger aggressive JVM garbage collector activities, which can cause the behavior deviation between the OS perspective and JVM internal perspective [9] to be significant. So without limited duration experiments, the injected memory leaks are observable from the OS perspective thus reducing the monitoring infrastructure needed, and their associated overhead as well. Table 2 shows the performance metrics used in this study.

The eight designed experiments cover all rejuvenation granularities discussed in Section 3. At the application level, we have conducted three experiments: (1) applying standalone application restart in a virtualized environment, (2) applying a hot standby rejuvenation solution in a virtualized environment, and (3) applying standalone application restart, where the OS runs directly on the physical machine. For the all three experiments, the aged application process (Tomcat) is stopped and restarted by automatically killing and re-starting its JVM.

At the OS level, we have conducted another set of three experiments: (4) applying OS reboot in a physical machine, (5) applying fast OS reboot in a physical machine environment, and (6) applying OS reboot inside a virtual machine OS guest. Note that fast OS reboot approach is not tested inside a virtual machine because technically there is no difference when executing it on physical and virtual machines. For the OS rejuvenation experiments, first we stop the Tomcat and next reboot the OS, and finally restart Tomcat. This chain of steps is executed automatically without human intervention.

At the virtualization level, we have conducted one experiment: (7) applying a VM reboot inside the hypervisor. It is done by stopping Tomcat, shutting down the OS and then destroying the VM hosting the Tomcat application. Subsequently, we create a new VM instance, boot its OS and finally restart the Tomcat application. Note that all of these steps are carried out automatically without human intervention.

Finally, at the physical node level, experiment (8) applies a physical node reboot. In this case, we manually execute a power switch off, which forces the OS to shut down sending a signal to all the application processes to terminate. After that, the system turns off and then manually we turn it back on. All these manual steps follow the same protocol to make sure that consistency among the replications is maintained. Table 3 summarizes the experimental plan. Note that the experiment names are based on a mnemonic convention to help the reader follow the rest of the paper. The experiment name is composed by: granularity (APP-application, OS-operating system, VM-virtualization, and PH-physical node) + technique
Table 3
Summary of the test plan.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Exp. name</th>
<th>Granularity</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Rejuvenation technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>APPStandVM</td>
<td>App. process</td>
<td>Virtual machine</td>
<td>Standalone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>APPHotVM</td>
<td>App. process</td>
<td>Virtual machine</td>
<td>Hot standby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>APPStandPH</td>
<td>App. process</td>
<td>Physical node</td>
<td>Standalone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OSRebootPH</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Physical node</td>
<td>OS reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>OSFastPH</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Physical node</td>
<td>fast OS reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>OSRebootVM</td>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Virtual machine</td>
<td>OS reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>VMRebootVM</td>
<td>Virtual machine</td>
<td>Virtual machine</td>
<td>VM reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PHRebootPH</td>
<td>Physical node</td>
<td>Physical node</td>
<td>Node cold reboot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4
Application granularity — results on the client side.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Exp. name</th>
<th>#Total requests</th>
<th>#Failed requests</th>
<th>#Slow requests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>APPStandVM</td>
<td>118 203</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>APPHotVM</td>
<td>117 034</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>APPStandPH</td>
<td>118 140</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Throughput and number of failed requests in Exp. APPStandVM.

used (Stand–standalone, Hot–hot stand by, Fast–fast OS reboot, and Reboot) + environment (VM–virtualization, PH–non virtualization).

5. Analysis of experimental results

In this section we present the results obtained from our experiments. We compare them mainly in terms of the execution overhead that each evaluated rejuvenation technique causes on the target application, especially on the client side. We also investigate the effectiveness of the rejuvenation execution on the server side in terms of memory consumption and fragmentation. Note that the values presented in this section are averages over five replications for each experiment.

5.1. Results of application granularity level

The client-side results for the application level rejuvenation are summarized in Table 4.

We observe that the hot standby approach (APPHotVM) is very effective in avoiding failed requests. It also shows good results in terms of throughput (the total number of requests processed). It processes 1169 requests (about 1%) less than the standalone approach in the same virtualized environment (APPStandVM). These differences are caused possibly by the impact of the extra routines and pieces of software added (e.g., load balancing) to guarantee no failed requests due to rejuvenation. Note that the hot standby approach causes, on the average, two slow requests. The migration process from aged application to the standby one causes the slow requests. The hot standby application has to react to a sudden workload and this fact causes some slow requests. In the case of scenarios APPStandVM and APPStandPH, the rejuvenation only causes failed requests but no slow requests.

Comparing the application restart executed inside (APPStandVM) and outside (APPStandPH) the VM, the virtualized environment shows a lower number of failures (approximately 18 failures). The difference only represents about 0.14% of the total number of requests, that is not substantial. To show the client perception during rejuvenation, Fig. 4 presents the throughput and the number of failed requests for experiment APPStandVM. Note that all the figures related to client side performance (throughput and response time) only present the last 20 min of experiments. For the sake of simplicity, we have removed the warm-up period. The overhead effect of an application restart is clearly observed. We see a throughput drop and, at the same time, we observe failed requests. The same pattern is observed in experiment APPStandPH.

Fig. 5 shows the client side results for experiment APPHotVM. We do not observe any overhead in terms of throughput loss. The throughput is slightly affected by the extra software used to guarantee the application availability. This overhead
impact is only visible in the number of requests processed during the execution time (see Table 4), but the gain in terms of non-failed requests is clear.

Fig. 6 presents the response time for experiment APPStandVM. We observe a peak just after the application restart, and then the response time returns to the normal level.

By contrast, experiment APPHotVM presents a more unstable response time behavior, mainly around the time of fail-over to the standby (see Fig. 7). Furthermore, the response time is higher than those values observed in experiments APPStandVM and APPStandPH, indicating the performance overhead caused by the extra fault tolerance mechanisms. We also clearly observe, on the client side, two peaks of response time. The migration of requests caused these two peaks. The hot standby application reacts to a sudden workload peak, causing an overhead during the application startup period. This shows the performance overhead introduced by this rejuvenation technique. However, we note that this evident performance impact was hardly observable in the throughput measures (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 8 presents the response time for experiment APPStandPH. We observe a pattern very similar to the experiment APPStandVM. This is reasonable since the unique difference between both experiments is the incorporation of the virtualization layer.

On the server-side we measure memory depletion by monitoring the resident set size of the aged application process as in [7,23]. We observe that for all the three application-level experiments (APPStandVM, APPHotVM, APPStandPH) the aging process behaves as expected, since the aging-related fault injection is applied in the same way for all the experiments. In terms of rejuvenation effectiveness, we observe that all three scenarios have practically the same results (see Figs. 9–12). This means that there is no difference between executing application restart in a virtual machine or in a physical machine.
Fig. 9. JVM resident set size and rejuvenation in Exp. APPStandVM.

Fig. 10. JVM resident set size in and rejuvenation in Exp. APPHotVM (VM1).

Fig. 11. JVM resident set size in and rejuvenation in Exp. APPHotVM (VM2).

Fig. 12. JVM resident set size in and rejuvenation in Exp. APPStandPH.

We note that memory depletion (see Figs. 9 and 12) does not show the entire application memory release during the rejuvenation. When we stop the application, the monitoring probes are also stopped and they are restarted only after the application is restarted since they need to know the process identifier (pid) to monitor it. So, when the monitoring probes start, the application is already created and some initial memory is used.

In the case of experiment APPHotVM, the memory usage pattern is quite different as presented in Figs. 10 and 11. Fig. 10 presents the memory depletion of the primary application process running in VM1. We observe clearly the rejuvenation instant (20th min). After that, all new requests are redirected to the hot standby application running on VM2, thus increasing its memory usage as shown in Fig. 11. We also observe that memory usage in VM1 goes down (see Fig. 10). We note that Fig. 10 represents the average of the five repetitions of the same experiment. In this case, we observe two different instances of replacing VM1 for VM2 (20th and 21st min, approximately). This is caused by the time window where both applications are running simultaneously along with the monitoring probes, before the application (in VM1) is finally restarted. We highlight that the time window depends mainly on the time needed by VM1 to finish processing all the ongoing requests, which takes a random amount of time. Hot standby application (in VM2) is not rejuvenated in this experiment.

We observe that the scenarios using virtualization, experiments APPStandVM and APPHotVM, introduce a high overhead in terms of memory fragmentation when compared with the scenario without virtualization (experiment APPStandPH). Table 5 presents the number of memory fragmentation events captured on the server-side for the application level experiments. Analyzing the collected data, we observe that system processes responsible for the virtualization and load-balancing
infrastructures mainly caused these fragmentation events. In comparison with experiment APPStandPH, the fragmentation overhead caused by these processes is enormous.

5.2. OS granularity level results

The client side results obtained from the three experiments conducted at OS granularity level are presented in Table 6.

Experiments OSRebootPH and OSRebootVM are based on OS reboot outside and inside of a virtual machine, respectively. Experiment OSFastPH is based on fast OS reboot outside of the virtual machine. The results show the effectiveness of fast OS reboot strategy; it incurs only 3585 failed requests, a reduction of 34.9% compared with the (full) OS reboot in the same environment (OSRebootPH).

In the experiment labeled OSRebootVM, the application completes only 0.2% fewer requests than in the experiment OSRebootPH (the same solution, different environment). But, by contrast, it suffers from 4.3% more failed requests. However, if we compare application reboot (Table 4) and OS reboot, the OS reboot incurs slow requests while previously discussed methods (i.e., application restart approaches APPStandVM and APPStandPH), did not. This is caused by the difference between TCP/IP time-out mechanisms when the node is available (application restart) and when it is not (OS reboot).

Finally, the throughput and response time results for all three experiments follow the same pattern and they are presented in Figs. 13–18. The main difference is based on the downtime period and response time behavior. Figs. 13–15, respectively, present the evolution (in terms of throughput) of experiments OSRebootPH, OSFastPH, and OSRebootVM. We clearly observe the downtime period and the number of failed requests. We also observe how the startup period after the rejuvenation impacts the throughput, and thus the application needs a period of time to reach its steady state.

In Figs. 16–18, we observe two peaks in the response time. The first peak is caused by the failed requests during the time that the OS is stopped and the second peak is caused by the workload peak when the new application is started after rebooting the operating system.
Figs. 15–18 also show an interesting second peak of failed requests, a part of the first peak that corresponds with the downtime period. This second peak is caused by the startup period. The application is not able, immediately after restarting, to process all the arriving requests, thus causing connection timeouts for a short period of time.

However, this is not observed in the application restart strategies. So, we believe that this occurs due to the overhead caused by the OS rejuvenation. It is related to the OS initialization period, when the OS is starting its basic services. Note that experiments OSRebootPH and OSFastPH have a similar number of slow requests (difference of 13 requests between the two techniques). But, the OS reboot inside virtual machine only has 527 slow requests. This difference is because the downtime period, in this case, is longer than the other experiments and some of the slow requests in experiments OSRebootPH and OSFastPH are counted as failed requests. The slow requests are caused after rejuvenation is completed. When the application is restarted, the application starts a warm-up phase. This period can cause slow requests.

On the server side, the effect of these three mechanisms on the memory depletion is practically the same, given that all of them refresh the system memory through rebooting the OS (see Figs. 19–21).

In terms of memory fragmentation, we observe that experiments OSRebootPH and OSFastPH (without virtualization) show lower numbers of memory fragmentation events when compared to the experiment OSRebootVM (with virtualization); it corroborates our prior observation that the added virtualization infrastructure introduces important overhead, which results in high levels of memory fragmentation. In this case, the OS reboot has an important role in removing this type of aging effect, since it is confined to the OS kernel and thus it is not removed by the application restart. Table 7 shows the numerical results.
Fig. 19. JVM resident set size and rejuvenation in Exp. OSRebootPH.

Fig. 20. JVM resident set size and rejuvenation in Exp. OSFastPH.

Fig. 21. JVM resident set size and rejuvenation in Exp. OSRebootVM.

Table 7
OS granularity—results on the server side.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Exp. name</th>
<th># Memory fragmentation events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>OSRebootPH</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>OSFastPH</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>OSRebootVM</td>
<td>9270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8
Virtualization and physical node granularity—results on the client side.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Exp. name</th>
<th>#Total requests</th>
<th>#Failed requests</th>
<th>#Slow requests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>VMRebootVM</td>
<td>111550</td>
<td>6091</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PHRebootPH</td>
<td>111592</td>
<td>5625</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observe that in experiment OSRebootVM (with virtualization) the OS reboot brings about a considerable reduction in the system fragmentation level when compared with experiments APPStandVM and APPHotVM from application granularity (see Table 5), which also use virtualization. This reduction is on the average 93.4% and 95%, respectively. Given that the rejuvenation granularity used in experiments APPStandVM and APPHotVM is at the application-level, the fragmentation events are not affected and still continue to accumulate over the duration of the experiments.

5.3. VM granularity level and physical node level results

Finally, we analyze the results obtained on the client side while applying VM reboot and physical node reboot. Table 8 summarizes the results.

In some sense, experiments VMRebootVM and PHRebootPH are based on the same idea: stop the system completely and start it again. In VMRebootVM, this is done via the virtual machine destruction and recreation of standard routines. In PHRebootPH, this is conducted via the power button (switch off/on). The total number of processed requests in both scenarios is quite similar (only 42 more requests in PHRebootPH). On the other hand, experiment PHRebootPH is able to reduce the number of failed requests by 8%. This is consistent with results presented in Table 6. The virtualization scenarios have more
failed requests than no virtualization. Following the same reasoning, the number of slow requests using virtual machine reboot is smaller than physical node reboot. This result follows the same pattern as in the OS rejuvenation analysis. A longer downtime increases the number of failed requests and reduces the number of slow requests.

Figs. 22 and 23 show the throughput of both experiments (VMRebootVM and PHRebootPH). In this case, we observe the clear downtime period and a second failed requests peak after rebooting the system. This tells us that this set of failed requests is caused by the OS initialization overhead and not by the application startup overhead. If the application startup overhead were the root-cause, then we would have observed similar patterns in experiments APPStandVM and APPStandPH (see Figs. 4 and 8), where the application also restarts.

The server-side analysis for experiments VMRebootVM and PHRebootPH just confirms that the effect of the virtual machine reboot (VM destroy & creation) and physical machine cold reboot (power switch off/on), on the memory depletion (see Figs. 24 and 25), is practically the same as was observed in previous experiments (application and OS granularity level’s rejuvenation).

In terms of memory fragmentation, these last two experiments also corroborate the previous results, where experiment VMRebootVM (VM based) shows a high value of accumulated memory fragmentation events that is very close to that observed in experiment APPStandVM. Experiment PHRebootPH shows the same effectiveness as the case using OS reboot (full or fast). Table 9 summarizes the results of experiments VMRebootVM and PHRebootPH.
Table 9
Virtualization and physical node granularity — results on the server side.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Exp. name</th>
<th># Memory fragmentation events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>VMRebootVM</td>
<td>13412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PHRebootPH</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Comprehensive experimental comparison

Based on the results of this experimental study, we summarize our analysis as follows. All evaluated rejuvenation strategies are similarly efficient in terms of removing the accumulated (injected) memory leak effects. From the client-side viewpoint, implementing the application process restart with a hot-standby application server is the best option evaluated in terms of the number of failed requests. However, we conclude that this redundancy might be preferentially implemented through different physical servers. We verified that using virtualization to implement any rejuvenation technique introduces an important overhead that causes harmful effects on the server side in terms of memory fragmentation. If virtualization has to be used, then it is necessary to mitigate the aging effects related to memory fragmentation in some way. This becomes critical because for some specific memory allocation requests, mainly to support kernel-level services, physically contiguous memory pages are required. In this case, memory fragmentation is a major concern both for the hypervisor and the OS Guest. If the memory is significantly fragmented, then large allocation requests — for contiguous memory — will start failing at some point. This could cause performance degradation mainly on the hypervisor in a long-running system, and subsequently affecting virtual machines running on it. Note that mitigating the aging effects inside the hypervisor is not trivial, requiring very sophisticated rejuvenation mechanisms. Also, rejuvenation at this level impacts all subsystems, such as the virtual machines running on it, and their guest operating systems and applications (see Fig. 2). This finding is very relevant since the broad adoption of virtualization technology gave rise to many proposals using this technology to support rejuvenation operations [5,6,14,20,27,28]. However, so far no quantitative evaluation has been carried out to evaluate their drawbacks. Our results demonstrate that virtualization considerably impacts the levels of memory fragmentation, especially at the OS and the hypervisor layers. In this case, based on this study, the recommended approach is to reboot the OS rather than the VM. Importantly, we demonstrate that a VM reboot (destroy & create routines) causes approximately 30% more memory fragmentation than only rebooting the OS inside the VM. Since fast OS is the best option to reduce the rejuvenation overhead at the OS level, if we employ a fast OS reboot inside the VM, it will be the best option if virtualization is required. Finally, rebooting a virtual machine and a physical machine (cold) has similar effects on the client side, but very different effects on the server side, where the mechanism of rebooting VM is not effective against memory fragmentation. Hence, surprisingly, executing a physical machine cold reboot is better than a virtual machine reboot from both the client (number of failed requests) and server side points of view.

Finally, we remark about the extrapolation of our experimental study with a web application to other software applications. The numerical results are indeed dependent on the application, in this case on the workload. However, the comparison between rejuvenation strategies may be easily generalized, since the difference between the techniques seems quite independent of the application under study.

6. Rejuvenation scheduling

In order to enhance the availability and mitigate the software aging effects, it is critical to design rejuvenation maintenance policies. Two main rejuvenation scheduling approaches can be defined: time-based and inspection-based.

Time-based approaches trigger rejuvenation at predetermined points of time. If based on monitoring or root cause detection techniques, we are able to figure out the state of various aging indicators, then we can apply rejuvenation on the exact aged layer (i.e., application layer, OS layer, or so on). However, this could be difficult in a real environment due to the growing complexity of the systems introduced by recent technologies (e.g., cloud computing) and heterogeneous environments where the systems have to interact with each other. In these scenarios, it is important to combine a time-based rejuvenation scheduling with granularity. This approach is based on applying different rejuvenation mechanisms based on their granularities, at different time intervals. Fig. 26 depicts the logic of this approach. The goal of this approach is focused on guaranteeing that after a complete rejuvenation maintenance cycle, the aging effects would be removed from all levels. In this type of approach, the main issue is how to determine the optimal rejuvenation trigger interval [46] and also, how to judiciously combine the different rejuvenation granularities in order to reduce as much as possible the rejuvenation overhead.

Inspection-based rejuvenation requires the observation of the state of the system and applying the most suitable rejuvenation mechanism based on the state determined by the inspection. As before, if we are able to determine the aged layer, the rejuvenation should be carried out at that level. However, if we are not able to determine the proper rejuvenation layer, a backup policy of maintenance needs to be defined. In this case, the recommended maintenance approach is rejuvenation followed by further inspection. After applying a rejuvenation mechanism, the system enters in an inspection time period, where it is monitored to evaluate if the aging effects are removed. If they are not removed, a new
rejuvenation mechanism (presumably at a higher layer) is triggered. This process needs to be repeated until the aging effects have been totally removed. The idea of inspection-based escalated levels of rejuvenation was first introduced in [47], and we improve it by adding priorities to the flow of rejuvenation, based on the rejuvenation granularity concept as well as the experimental findings obtained in this paper. The rationale of this approach is presented as a flow chart in Fig. 27.

Based on the results presented in Section 5, a guideline can be derived for designing rejuvenation scheduling, mainly based on the inspection-based escalated levels of the rejuvenation approach. We note that the rejuvenation overhead per technique, in terms of failed requests, could be assumed to be time independent. This means that the overhead of the rejuvenation at application granularity would be the same no matter at what instance we apply it. Based on this, we estimate the total number of failed requests of different inspection-based escalated levels of rejuvenation using the six rejuvenation
Table 10
Rejuvenation maintenance scheduling proposals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maintenance scheduling</th>
<th>Chain of rejuvenation techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non VM environment 1</td>
<td>Standalone + OS reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non VM environment 2</td>
<td>Standalone + fast OS reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non VM environment 3</td>
<td>Hot standby + OS reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non VM environment 4</td>
<td>Hot standby + fast OS reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM environment 1</td>
<td>Standalone + OS reboot + VM reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM environment 2</td>
<td>Standalone + fast OS reboot + VM reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM environment 3</td>
<td>Hot standby + OS reboot + VM reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM environment 4</td>
<td>Hot standby + fast OS reboot + VM reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass 1</td>
<td>Standalone + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass 2</td>
<td>Standalone in VM + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass 3</td>
<td>Hot standby + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass 4</td>
<td>Standalone + VM reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass 5</td>
<td>Hot standby + VM reboot + Physical reboot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 28. Comparison of different escalated levels of rejuvenation based on the total failed requests.

mechanisms evaluated. The total number of failed requests represents the sum of the failed requests per technique used in the rejuvenation flow. Table 10 presents all the inspection-based escalated levels of rejuvenation policies analyzed.

We note that five extra rejuvenation scheduling policies have been added labeled bypass scheduling. The notion of bypass scheduling is to omit some rejuvenation granularity levels in the overall rejuvenation chain. Basically, these five proposals are defined considering that the number of failed requests caused by OS reboot and physical node reboot are practically the same (approx. 2% of difference). We, thus, bypass the OS rejuvenation granularity level in order to reduce the estimated rejuvenation scheduling overhead. Hence, our proposal of inspection-based escalated levels of rejuvenation hinges two main levels: application and physical node. If using virtualization, we add a third level: VM Reboot. However, based on the results obtained in our experimental study, we recommend to avoid VM rejuvenation approaches to reduce the memory fragmentation at the hypervisor level.

Fig. 28 summarizes the estimated results of every maintenance scheduling technique proposed. We clearly see how the bypass scheduling is more effective in reducing the rejuvenation overhead.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents an experimental evaluation of six rejuvenation strategies categorized in terms of granularity. We have conducted eight experiments with virtualized and non-virtualized environments in order to quantify the influence of this technology on the overhead of the rejuvenation strategies under consideration. The results show that the overhead impact of the rejuvenation techniques is related to their granularity. Fine-grain techniques such as application-level rejuvenation
strategies are better as a first tentative approach to mitigate the aging effects. If this first approach fails, we can use a rejuvenation technique from the next higher level of granularity. As a part of the evidence of the overhead introduced by every strategy under analysis, we observe a very important result related to the virtualization technology. Virtualization was the main cause of the drastic increase in memory fragmentation, which can cause aging-related failures in long-running systems [23]. This means that in the long term, virtualization technology could degrade the performance of the host operating system where the hypervisor is running. This finding is especially important nowadays, since virtualization is a core technology of the new cloud-computing paradigm. Hence, selecting the right rejuvenation approach to be used in cloud-based systems in order to reduce the aging-related effects in the virtualization layer is a major requirement. Finally, we present guidelines for the use of the appropriate scenario for each rejuvenation technique under consideration.
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